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Electric vehicles (EVs) are being promoted as a viable vehicle technology to mitigate the greenhouse gas 
emissions associated with conventional vehicles. Previous studies have shown that the use phase of the 
EVs is the main contributor to EV life cycle environmental impacts. Use phase impacts depend on multiple 
factors such as the type and amount of electricity used to charge the batteries, driving behavior, and life 
span of the battery.  
 
Comprehensive life cycle assessment (LCA) studies exist on the impacts of electric vehicle. However, most 
studies assume no variability in user behavior. This variability could play a significant role in determining 
the environmental impacts of the EVs. This study aims to address some of these concerns by empirically 
determining the life cycle impacts of EVs based on different consumer behavior. First, EV driving and 
charging behaviors that have a major influence in determining battery ageing were identified from EV 
consumer literature and scenarios were developed to capture a variety of behaviors. These scenarios 
served as inputs to a battery ageing test. The experiment resulted in three unique capacity fade and 
energy efficiency fade distributions that were integrated into existing LCA models to determine variability 
in life cycle impacts. 
 
Results of the LCA model show that the environmental impacts of EVs are dependent on consumer 
behavior. Nevertheless, the sensitivity analyses show the severity of the impacts depend heavily on the 
electricity mix that is used to charge the EV in the use phase. Combining aspects of user behavior with the 
properties of the grid that is being used, a strategy can be developed to ensure that EVs have the lowest 
life cycle impact. The method to link LCA models to consumer behavior and battery ageing tests presented 
in this study points to opportunities for reducing the overall life cycle impact of EVs.   
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Electric vehicles (EVs) are being promoted as a solution to mitigating emissions arising from the 
transportation sector, which accounts for nearly 28.5% of the total greenhouse gas emissions in the US 
[1]. EVs for road transport contribute to a wide range of transportation policy goals worldwide such as 
enhanced energy security, and better air quality. They also boost energy efficiency, require no direct fuel 
combustion (thereby producing no tail-pipe emissions), and rely on electricity as a fuel source [2].  
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are the choice for EVs mainly due to their superior specific energy, efficiency, 
and power/weight coefficient [3]. EVs with LIBs are able to offer multiple advantages over internal 
combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs) such as higher powertrain efficiency, lower maintenance 
requirements, and zero tailpipe emissions [4]. Coupling the use of EVs with a low-carbon electricity 
generation mix has the potential to significantly reduce GHG emissions. However, they have potential 
tradeoffs such as indirect emissions from electricity consumption, impacts from battery manufacturing, 
and battery degradation.  
Battery degradation is broadly defined as capacity fade, which is the loss in discharge capacity that a 
battery experiences over time [5]. LIBs experience capacity fade by two mechanisms, namely calendar 
losses and cycling losses. These losses are a result of active material loss and lithium ions being consumed 
in the formation of a solid electrolyte membrane (SEI) that increases the internal resistance of the cells 
[6], thus, reducing the total available discharge capacity of the cell. Zhang et al. experimentally 
demonstrated that the loss mechanisms that affect battery capacity also have a negative effect on round 
trip energy efficiency, which is the ratio of the discharge energy to the charge energy [7]. While 
considering LIBs used for EV applications, capacity loss estimation determines how the lifespan of the 
battery system would vary and energy efficiency loss determines how much electricity would be 
consumed in the life of the EV [8]. Unlike capacity and power fade, energy efficiency fade has not been 
the focus of battery degradation studies EV [9] [5], [10], [11]. Despite that, it is important to study as it 
will dictate the amount of electricity consumed by the battery and associated environmental impacts 
throughout the life of the EV. 
The evaluation of overall environmental impacts of an EV can be done using Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). 
LCA is an established method used to quantify the cradle-to-grave environmental impacts of products and 
processes. LCAs are carried out in four steps: goal and scope definition, life cycle inventory, life cycle 
impact assessment, and interpretation of the results. Impact assessment for LCAs of EVs can broadly be 
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divided into three categories: impacts from manufacturing the EV and LIB, impacts from the electricity 
generation that is used to charge the LIBs during use phase of the EV, and end of life impacts for the EV 
and the LIB.  
Numerous LCAs regarding LIBs and EVs have been published, and one of the common findings is that 
electricity consumption from charging the battery pack during the use phase of an EV is the key 
contributor to most life cycle impacts [4], [11]–[14]. However, previous LCA studies have not considered 
potential sources of variability in real world use of EVs that may alter these results. Sources of variability 
include battery degradation parameters such as capacity fade and energy efficiency fade which are 
dependent on user driving and charging behaviors. Wan et al. carried out an experiment with 20 people 
on a driving simulator and collected data on their driving behavior. The results of their experiment 
indicated that differences in user behavior significantly affect the peak current, travel distance in one 
charge, and battery lifetime [15]. In another similar experiment, Wu et al. found that differences in user 
behavior caused the predicted lifespan to range between 75 – 158 months [16]. Understanding these 
parameters based on user behavior are of utmost importance while estimating the life cycle impacts of 
EVs as inherent differences between users of EVs based on personality, driving distances, or charging 
strategies will affect the lifespan of the battery as well as the life cycle impacts of the EV [17]. Consumer 
behavioral differences may alter the life cycle impacts of an EV to such an extent that the decision to 
switch to an EV from an ICEV may not result in a lower life cycle impact [18]. 
Another key assumption made by previous LCA studies is that the EV LIBs have the same lifespan as the 
EV itself. However, a few studies have acknowledged that there may be a mismatch between the LIB and 
the EV lifespan, and they also suggest that a single battery pack may not last the life of the vehicle [13], 
[14], [19]–[22]. Hawkins et al., Notter et al., and Samaras and Meisterling, go one step further and suggest 
that a longer LIB lifespan that matches the lifespan of an EV would exaggerate the benefits of an EV over 
an ICEV. This further emphasizes the importance of including consumer behavior variability in EV life cycle 
impact assessments. For example, if a consumer is an aggressive driver, the LIB would experience a higher 
capacity fade due to a higher discharge current while driving, thus shortening the lifespan of the LIB [16]. 
This in turn would require an additional battery pack to be manufactured in the life of the EV thereby 
increasing the life cycle impacts of the entire system. These interdependencies between consumer 




The aim of this study is to address the impact of variability in consumer behavior on the use phase 
environmental impacts of the EV. Furthermore, the study aims to quantify the life cycle impacts of user 
decisions that could be made in the life of the EV.  
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The methodology developed for incorporating battery capacity and energy efficiency fade as a function 
of consumer behavior in EV LCA involved three steps. First, a thorough literature review of EV driving and 
charging patterns was performed to identify realistic usage scenarios and translate them to battery 
parameters such as discharge current, charge current, energy consumption per mile driven, depth of 
discharge, etc. Next, driving schedules from literature were used as inputs for a battery cycling test to 
experimentally assess capacity and energy efficiency fade in LIBs, each subjected to one of the three 
different driving scenarios defined. Empirical results fed into an LCA that linked the technology and 
behavior patterns studied to net energy and emission results.  
2.1. Scenario development to reflect variability in consumer behaviors  
A review of EV consumer literature was conducted to identify consumer behaviors that have an impact 
on battery parameters. Variables that affect lifespan and life cycle energy demand were identified and 
linked to specific consumer behaviors. Existing literature on consumer behavior approaches the subject 
from various viewpoints such as major barriers to adoption: namely range anxiety, vehicle cost (including 
cost of battery) [23], [24], and EV technology and battery reliability [25], [26], user behavior impact on 
battery lifespans [9], [27], [28] etc. There is significant uncertainty that exists in these studies as the data 
has mostly been adapted from data available for internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs).  
Consumer behavior regarding EVs can generally be categorized into driving and charging variables. Some 
of the studies have taken novel approaches to collect driving data such as EV field trial studies [26], [29], 
and EV driving simulators [15], [16]. Based on these studies, important driving behaviors were identified 
to be daily driving distance, speed, acceleration, terrain type, use of climate control in the vehicle, etc. 
Daily driving distance is reported to be around 20 miles per day with an average of four trips per day [16], 
[30], [31]. On average, studies use the EPA drive cycle which is 55% city driving and 45% highway driving 
[22], [28]. Use of climate control and style of driving affects the energy consumption which is reported to 
vary between 0.25 – 0.4 kWh/mile [9], [27], [32]. Various charging variables were also identified which 
included charging frequency, state of charge before the charging event, the type of charging station used, 
etc.  
State of charge (SOC) is usually used to describe the percentage of remaining charge in the battery. When 
the battery is completely charged, the SOC is 100%. Depth of discharge (DOD) is another way to measure 
SOC and it is the degree to which the battery has been discharged in relation to its total capacity. Overall, 
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it was found that cycle life of batteries is influenced mainly by ambient temperature, DOD, charge current, 
discharge current, and charging frequency [33], [34]. These metrics can be linked back to consumer 
behaviors, for example, increased frequency of charging has a negative impact on battery lifespan [16]. 
However, some studies have observed that frequent charging with a lower DOD actually decreases battery 
degradation [28]. High depth of discharge (influenced by driving longer distances without charging), rapid 
acceleration (influenced by style of driving), charging/discharging at high currents (influenced by speed of 
driving and type of charging) [15], [35], and extreme operating temperatures [10] have been reported to 
have an adverse effect on battery lifespan. 
Round trip energy efficiency is an important parameter that has often been considered to remain constant 
throughout the lifespan of the battery [9]. Previous studies have either assumed energy efficiency fade to 
be constant throughout the life of the EV, have relied on capacity fade to model efficiency degradation 
[21], or have made simplistic assumptions such as considering energy efficiency to degrade proportionally 
to battery capacity fade [11], [36]. Zhang et al. experimentally determined that parameters affecting 
battery capacity fade such as DOD, charge/discharge currents, ambient temperature, and battery 
temperature also affect the energy efficiency fade [37].  
2.1.1. Relating battery parameters to consumer behavior 
Multiple parameters that affect battery lifespan were identified from literature. These parameters can be 
categorized into two broad categories that are location specific parameters and consumer behavior 
specific parameters. Location specific parameters are parameters that are dependent on the location 
where the EV is being used such as: ambient temperature, terrain type, daily driving distance etc. These 
parameters affect battery degradation but are not dependent on consumer behavior. Consumer behavior 
specific parameters are parameters that are affected by behavioral differences between consumers such 
as: driving speed, acceleration, use of accessories such as climate control, frequency of charging, type of 
charger used etc. Since there are multiple parameters that affect battery degradation, not all those 
parameters can be addressed comprehensively in one empirical study. The following consumer behavior 
parameters were chosen as design parameters for this study: 
 
Driving speed 
Power required for driving affects battery ageing, and is influenced by different driving profiles. For a car 
to be driven, power needs to overcome air resistance, friction, and gravity with the following equation: 
𝑃𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 = 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝑃𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 
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But, air resistance generally dominates this equation as 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 ∝ 𝑣
3 where v is the speed. This implies that 
a 10% increase in speed would result in a ~30% increase in power required [38]. While considering EVs, 
this power is supplied by the battery pack of the car. While considering power output of the battery, 
𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 = 𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 ∗ 𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦. If voltage remains relatively constant in the operating range of the battery, 
𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 ∝ 𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦. Thus, variation in current directly translates into a variation in power output, which 
in turn is determined by the driving speed. Therefore, the discharge current used for driving was identified 
as an important parameter to vary in the battery cycling experiment.  
 
Use of accessories such as climate control 
Using accessories in the EV while driving would increase the energy demand of the vehicle (kWh/mile 
driven). It has been widely reported in literature that depending on use of accessories in the EV, energy 
consumption may vary between 0.25 – 0.4 kWh/mile [9], [27], [32]. Thus, based on consumer preference 
regarding climate control, energy consumption could vary by almost 46%.  
 
Charging frequency 
Charging frequency could depend on availability of chargers or on personal user preference. In one 
reviewed study, Neubauer et al. have demonstrated that charging infrequently would expose the battery 
to higher voltage fluctuations and increased DOD for each cycle. Whereas increasing the frequency of 
charging would reduce the DOD experienced but increase the number of cycles experienced by the 
battery. Hoke et al. proposed an optimized charging algorithm through which they predicted that 
batteries that experience a lower DOD i.e. frequent charging with shallow cycles have a longer lifespan 
than batteries experiencing a higher DOD i.e. infrequent charging with deeper cycles. Furthermore, they 
suggest that their model is a simplified battery degradation model and would need to be improved to 
further characterize the effect of charging frequency on battery degradation. To effectively understand 
how the charging frequency and in turn DOD affect battery lifespan, charging frequency was included as 









2.1.2. Scenario design 
Lifespan of the vehicle battery depends on the usable capacity remaining as well as the ability of the 
battery to provide the amount of energy required for driving trips. An urban commute driving pattern 
(that included number of miles driven and number of trips taken) was adopted from Peterson et al. for 
the purpose of this experiment [27]. Peterson et al. created a data set for vehicular trips per day from the 
2001 NHTS day trip file. The data that they obtained from the NHTS was used to design the experiment as 
it represents an average driving pattern in urban areas across the United States. The data represents an 
average driving schedule of 4 trips per day with a distance of about 32km (20 miles) per day, which is 
consistent with existing literature [16], [31].  
 
Based on our literature review, for the low energy driving scenario, energy consumption was assumed to 
be on the lower end (0.3 kWh/mile) whereas for the high energy driving scenario it was assumed to be on 
the higher end (0.4 kWh/mile) of the spectrum. To ensure compatibility of the electrical and mechanical 
components of the EV, an approximation was performed to determine the different discharge currents 
that would be used for the different scenarios. First, mechanical power was defined as: 𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 = 𝐹 ∗
𝑣 where F is the force (kWh/mile), and v is the velocity. From section 2.1.1,  𝑃 ∝ 𝑣3. From these equations 
we obtain: 𝐹 ∝ 𝑣2. While considering the battery, power output was defined as, 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 = 𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 ∗
𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦, where Vbattery and Ibattery are the voltage and current respectively. Assuming that voltage would 
remain constant in the operating range of the battery and ignoring other losses, 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 ∝ 𝐼𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 ∝ 𝑣
3 










 [38]. Substituting values for F1 = 0.4 kWh/mile and F2 = 0.3 kWh/mile, we get the current ratios to 
be 1.5. Thus, the current required for needs to be 1.5 times higher. Since the goal of this experiment is to 
model an aggressive driver for the high energy driving scenario, we increased the current ratio from 1.5 
to 2. This was done to qualitatively account for aggressive driving which is accompanied by frequent 
acceleration and deceleration which in turn would give rise to more energy losses. 
The battery pack energy capacity was assumed to be 20 kWh (as in the original Nissan Leaf). Energy 
consumption was calculated per trip for the EV battery pack (20 kWh) and then scaled down to a cell level 
with the following equation: 
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𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝 (𝑘𝑊ℎ)
=  
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒 ∗ 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 ∗ 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
𝐸𝑉 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 
 
Equation 1: Energy consumption per trip scaled down from a pack level to a cell level 


















Low Energy Driving / Daily 
Charging 
7 1.25 A 1.25 A 1 0.3 
High Energy Driving / 
Daily Charging 
6 2.5 A 1.25 A 1 0.4 
High Energy Driving / 
Frequent Charging 
7 2.5 A 1.25 A 4 0.4 
Table 1: Description of three unique scenarios that were developed for the battery cycling experiment 
A few assumptions were made to simplify the development of the test: driving speed was considered 
constant throughout the trip, effects of regenerative braking were ignored, and the type of charger used 
was assumed to be consistent throughout the life. The cycling test was designed on the basis of energy 
consumed per driving trip. It is also important to note here that this experiment was designed assuming 
that individual cells will exhibit degradation characteristics similar to the characteristics exhibited by the 
battery pack. This assumption has some limitations as multiple cells degrade at different rates, but they 
must be balanced in the pack. This variance in degradation directly contributes to the loss in performance 
and operation efficiency of the pack. It is expected that pack losses could be higher than individual cell 
losses [39]. For the purpose of this study, the cell balancing losses have not been taken into account while 





2.2.  Cycling experiment design 
Battery cells are composed of an anode which is generally made of graphite or lithium-titanate (LTO), and 
a cathode which can include lithium nickel manganese cobalt (NMC), lithium nickel cobalt aluminum oxide 
(NCA), lithium manganese oxide (LMO), lithium iron phosphate (LFP) etc. [40]. Understanding battery 
chemistry is important as chemistry dictates the cell performance characteristics such as energy density, 
cycle life, and safety performances. LIBs have two important mechanisms by which they degrade: 
degradation due to the cycling of the battery and degradation due to calendar aging. Out of these 
mechanisms, degradation due to cycling dominates the overall power loss and energy capacity fade of the 
battery as it promotes an internal solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) growth that causes structure 
degradation of the electrodes and loss of cyclable lithium ions [41]. Cycling losses also affect energy 
efficiency which implies that excess charge energy input would be required for the same discharge energy 
output over time [37]. The NMC and NCA chemistries offer the advantage of having a higher energy 
density compared to the others. This is why they are predominantly used in light-duty EVs such as 
passenger vehicles [42]. The cells used for this test were 18650 NMC batteries manufactured by Samsung 
(25R) with a maximum rated capacity of 2500mAh. The cells were tested using a Maccor Automated Test 
System. The 18650 form factor was used as it was required by the experimental set up. The results 
generated from this experiment would be limited to the NMC battery chemistry and may vary significantly 
among different chemistries. 
The experiment employed a total of twenty cells (in three separate scenarios) from two different 
purchased lots. The cycling test for all the scenarios was started at the same time. The cells were not 
thermally controlled and were kept at lab ambient temperature. According to the cell manufacturer, the 
cells had good stability and uniformity up to 50oC [43]. This ensured that ambient temperature would not 
be a significant factor while measuring cell degradation. Thermocouples were connected to twelve of the 
twenty-one cells used in this experiment to monitor the cell temperature. It was observed that cell 
temperature varied between 19 – 24oC which does not affect degradation as these cells are designed for 
high rate applications and thus do not heat up when exposed to low charging and discharging currents 
[10], [27].  
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Figure 2 shows one full day of driving as experienced by the cells in different scenarios. The cells were 
subjected to one of three different test scenarios that have been explained in Section 2.1.2. Discharging 
of the cells was conducted based on energy consumed per trip as seen in Table 1. The test started with 
the cells being fully charged. They were discharged until the specified energy requirement of that driving 
trip was met, followed by a rest period of 10min. Based on the scenario to which the cells were subjected, 
they were then either charged or discharged depending on the scenario parameters. Charging was 
conducted based on the manufacturer's recommendation of constant current charging using 1.25A until 
4.2V followed by constant voltage charging with a 125mA cut-off [43].  
Based on the manufacturer’s recommendation for safe operating limits, the voltage of the cells was not 
allowed to go below 2.6V and above 4.205V. After each charge/discharge event, the cells were allowed 
to rest for 15 minutes. The energy efficiency was computed as the ratio of total discharge energy to charge 
energy for each cycle. The cells were cycled until their end of life which was assumed to be 80% of their 
original capacity.  
To measure cell capacity, after every 100 cycles, each cell was put through a full charge/discharge cycle. 




































Charge Cycle Low Energy Driving/Daily Charging
High Energy Driving/Daily Charging High Energy Driving/Frequent Charging
Figure 2: Figure demonstrates one full day of driving as experienced by the cells in each of the three distinct scenarios. The solid 
line represents energy whereas the dotted lines represent current (plotted on the secondary y-axis). Negative current indicates 




2.6V. Following a 10min rest period, the cells were charged with the constant current-constant voltage 
(CC-CV) protocol as shown in Figure 3. 
CC-CV is the charging protocol that is most commonly used for LIBs and it is recommended by the 
manufacturer of the cells that were used for this experiment. The protocol comprises of using a constant 
current to charge the LIB until it reaches maximum voltage, followed by keeping the voltage constant and 
slowly tapering the current off until the battery reaches maximum capacity. For this experiment, charging 
was performed by using a 1.25A current to charge the cells up to 4.2V followed by tapering the current to 
125mA.  
The capacity measured by the Maccor Test System during the full discharge cycle was considered as the 
capacity of the cell. The output files from the Maccor reported total energy consumed for each charge 








































Figure 3: Constant Current-Constant Voltage (CC-CV) protocol that was employed to charge the cells in 
all the scenarios 
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2.3. Testing the effects of user variability using Life Cycle Assessment   
Goal and Scope: 
Life cycle assessment (LCA) was used to determine the extent to which variability in consumer behavior, 
and thereby technological performance of lithium-ion batteries, might change the environmental profiles 
of EV adoption. The scope involved manufacturing of the battery (using a published life cycle model) and 
use phase of the EV which includes battery use (as determined by empirical testing), and the resultant 
electricity consumption. The end of life impact was out of the scope of this study as the study focused on 
use phase impacts of the EV. Typically, LCA studies do not consider end of life impacts as there exists some 
uncertainty regarding battery disposal and/or recycling.  
The functional unit was chosen to be 90,000 miles (~150,000 km) which is consistent with EV lifespan 
assumptions found in literature [4], [13], [14]. The reference flow was determined to be one vehicle and 
one LIB pack.  
 
Life cycle inventory: 
The life cycle inventory includes the battery production and the use phase of the EV. Ecoinvent 3.4 was 
used as the LCI database as it provided comprehensive process data that was used to model the LIB 
manufacturing impact. Grid mix data was also used from ecoinvent 3.4 to calculate impact from electricity 
generation and use. SimaPro version 8.5 was used to construct and run the LCA model. 
A LIB pack with the cell chemistry of a Nickel Manganese Cobalt cathode (LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3) and a graphite 
anode was modeled for this study. The life cycle inventory for the LIB production is adapted from a study 
by Ellingsen et al. with reported the production inventory based mainly on primary industry data from a 
battery manufacturer located in East Asia [21]. The 20 kWh battery was modeled having 12 modules with 
30 cells per module. The different components of the battery pack assembly include the LIB cells, battery 
cooling system, battery management system, the packaging system, and the battery assembly process. 
The total battery weight is modeled to be 250kg where the battery cells make up about 60% of the total 
weight. The complete inventory of battery components can be found in the Appendix. The cell 
manufacturing is assumed to be in South Korea and the Korean medium voltage electricity mix was used 
to model the manufacturing electricity requirements. This was done as currently the three largest 
manufacturers (by volume) of the NMC battery chemistry are based in South Korea [44], [45].  
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Since the cycling experiment was designed for an average American urban commute, the use phase of the 
EV was modeled using the amount of electricity required to meet daily driving needs using the average 
U.S. low voltage grid mix. Details of the grid mix can be found in the Appendix. Based on the results of the 
battery cycling experiment, energy efficiency fade was calculated over the life of the battery for all the 
three scenarios. Electricity consumption per day was calculated using Equation 2: 
𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑥
=  




𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑥
 
Equation 2: Equation to calculate electricity consumption based on energy efficiency of the battery 
Total electricity consumption during the life of the EV was then calculated, and it served as the input in 
the LCA model for determining the use phase impacts of the EV. Life cycle impacts for the EV were 
determined for all three scenarios. 
 
Life cycle impact assessment: 
The environmental assessment metric was chosen to be global warming potential (GWP) expressed in 
terms of kgCO2eq applying a timescale of 100 years (IPCC 6th Assessment). This study focuses on GWP as 
the primary impact assessment metric as the majority of EV life cycle emissions result from electricity 
consumption during the use phase. According to reviewed LCA studies, GWP is a widely accepted and is a 
relevant metric when used to compare different grid mixes that would be used to charge the EV [4], [13], 
[14]. 
The baseline scenario was designed with the manufacturing of the battery pack in South Korea and the 
use phase based on the average U.S. grid. Sensitivity analyses were performed by varying the battery 
manufacturing location, and grid mix used to charge the vehicle during the use phase. The Upstate New 
York grid (lower carbon intensity compared to U.S. average) and the Midwest Reliability Organization grid 
(higher carbon intensity compared to U.S. average) were used for the use phase sensitivity analysis. 
Details of the grid mixes can be found in the Appendix. Data for the grid mixes were obtained from the 
United States Environmental Protection Agency, specifically, the Emissions & Generation Resource 
Integrated Database (eGrid). 
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End of life (EOL) of the cells was defined as the time taken for the cells to reach 80% of their original 
capacity [20]. Based on the results of the cycling experiment, the batteries reach their defined EOL before 
the end of life of the EV. Scenarios were developed that included battery replacement decisions during 
the life of the EV, in order to determine the effect of an additional battery manufacturing requirement on 
the overall life cycle impact.  
Lastly, the cycling test assumed that the user behavior would not change over the entire period of EV 
ownership. Studies have shown that experienced EV users tend to charge their batteries less frequently 
thereby having a shorter range buffer [46], they tend to drive longer distances between charging events 
[47]. In one such study, Rauh et al. compared 24 EV users on the basis of range appraisal and range anxiety. 
They determined that users experienced with driving EVs demonstrated lower range anxiety [31]. This 
would imply that the batteries of experienced EV users would have a higher DOD as compared to 
inexperienced users which would accelerate capacity and energy efficiency fade for experienced users. 
Conversely, Delucchi et al. surveyed EV users and found that newer users expressed more satisfaction 
while beating other cars on the change of the traffic signal compared to experienced users [48]. This 
behavior implies that newer EV users would experience a higher discharge current due to the need for 
rapid acceleration compared to experienced users. This change in driving behavior with experience would 
abate some of the negative impacts of rapid acceleration (high discharge current) on capacity and energy 
efficiency fade. Thus, in practice, one could expect behavioral changes which would either exacerbate or 




3. Results and analyses 
3.1. Capacity fade analysis 
One of the goals of this study was to test the impact of consumer behavior on the lifespan of the battery. 
This was tested in the battery cycling experiment where capacity fade of the cells portrayed how the 
batteries would perform over the life of the EV. The cycling test was performed to study the impact of 
variable user behaviors on the lifespan while keeping all other parameters constant. Figure 4 represents 
how the cell capacity varied in each scenario. 
An average capacity fade for all the cells in each scenario was taken and plotted in the graph with the 
error bars representing the range of variability between the maximum and minimum capacity fade 
observed for individual cells (Figure 4). These results show that a higher discharge current and a high 
energy consumption per mile degrades batteries faster. This is expected as a higher discharge current is 
directly responsible for loss of graphite material (cathode). This loss aids in formation of an SEI which 
increases the internal resistance of the cells and contributes to capacity loss [49]. The cells in the low 
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finding is consistent with existing technical literature and is expected as in the low energy driving scenario 
less energy is consumed per mile driven with a lower discharge current [37].  
The high energy driving/frequent charging scenario was developed with the idea that a lower DOD before 
charging events could potentially mitigate the negative effects of a higher discharge current [50]. As the 
test progressed it was observed that despite capacity fade being dependent on DOD, it is not the 
dominating factor in influencing battery degradation [27]. The results also portray an inherent variability 
in capacity fade not only across the three scenarios but also within each scenario across the cells. At EOL 
(80% of original capacity) it is observed that cells in all the scenarios exhibited approximately 15% 
difference between the minimum and maximum capacity fade. This variability only increased as the test 
progressed beyond the defined EOL. This variability beyond EOL escalated in both the high energy driving 
scenarios as the nature of the scenarios itself is very detrimental to the health of the cells [51], [52].  
 
Previous studies have noted that when LIBs reach 80%, they need to be retired from EV application [13], 
[14], [27], [53]. With this assumption, from Figure 5, average end of life for the cells in the low energy 
driving scenario is 5.5 years (~40,000 miles), in the high energy driving scenario is 4.7 years (~34,000 







































Number of years taken to reach end of life
Low Energy Driving/Daily Charging High Energy Driving/Daily Charging
High Energy Driving/Frequent Charging
Figure 5: Number of years taken for the cells to reach end of life (80% of their original capacity) in the different scenarios. Y-axis 
represents the discreet number of cells that reach end of life in the time-frame specified on the X-axis 
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The lifespan is lower than what is commonly reported in literature due to the nature of our assumptions. 
The experiment was designed with an EV battery capacity assumption of 20 kWh. Therefore, when the 
energy consumption per mile driven was scaled down to a cell level, the cells experienced a higher DOD 
which is detrimental to the health of the cells [6], [51], [54], [55]. On comparing our results to a study 
performed by Yang et al., who used predictive modeling of battery degradation with similar assumptions 
as ours, we find that the results of this experiment are akin to the results they report [56]. Altering the 
initial LIB capacity assumption to a more realistic EV battery pack such as 60 kWh, and running an 
equivalent experiment would translate to a longer lifespan for the batteries as when the energy 
consumption per mile would be scaled down to a cell level, the cells would experience a significantly lower 
DOD. This hypothesis is currently being investigated as part of future work.  
Previous LCA studies that have considered battery degradation have assumed that capacity fade is a linear 
fade over time [13], [21]. This technological simplification could cause the LCA studies to incorrectly gauge 
the life cycle impacts of the EV and ascertain assumptions that 1 battery pack would last the life of the EV. 
The results of the capacity fade analysis emphasizes the importance of incorporating consumer behavior 
variability into a realistic battery lifespan determination. This lifespan could then be used to determine 
how many battery packs would be required in the life of an EV. Furthermore, the lifespan would also be 













3.2. Energy efficiency fade analysis 
Parameters that affect capacity fade in a battery also have an effect on the energy efficiency of the battery 
[37]. Variability in energy efficiency based on user behavior is important to study as it determines the 
electricity consumption in the life of the EV which in turn informs the use phase impacts. Energy efficiency 
was tested in the battery cycling experiment where energy efficiency fade of the cells gave an indication 
about the electricity consumption over the life of the EV. For this study, columbic cell efficiency or energy 
efficiency fade was calculated for each cell per cycle with the equation: 𝜂𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑡 =  
𝐶𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
𝐶𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
, where C is the 
discharge/charge energy. This cell efficiency per cycle was then averaged over 100 cycles for each cell per 
scenario followed by averaging the efficiency of all the cells in the scenario, thereby resulting in an average 
energy efficiency fade per 100 cycles for each scenario. This averaging was done to avoid any 
discrepancies in the data collected. The following graph represents how the energy efficiency varied in 
each scenario with the bars representing range. 
Results of Figure 6 demonstrate that energy efficiency fade is not linear as assumed in some LCA studies 
[11], [36]. In fact, it varies across the scenarios suggesting that energy efficiency fade is also a function of 
consumer behavior. Another key observation is that energy efficiency fade is very similar in both the high 
energy driving scenarios and is higher than the low energy driving scenario. This leads us to believe that 
Figure 6: Average energy efficiency of cells in each scenario (averaged over 100 cycles). The bars represent range of variability 
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similar battery defects that occur due to a higher discharge current such as SEI formation and loss of the 
graphite material have a significant impact on the energy efficiency fade [37], [49].  
Unlike capacity and power fade, energy efficiency fade has not been a major focus of battery degradation 
studies [9]. While this is true, our results show that in the low energy driving scenario energy efficiency 
fade increases electricity consumption by almost 18.5% and by almost 45% in the other two scenarios 
over the life of the EV. This increased electricity consumption may increase operating cost of the EV over 
time to an extent at which it would be less economical to drive with a degraded battery. This also implies 
that the benefits from replacing a degraded battery may outweigh the cost of the new battery. These 
metrics were used to perform sensitivity analyses of the life cycle impacts.  
 
Figure 7: Average capacity remaining of the cells v/s their average energy efficiency 
It was previously noted that studies that have considered energy efficiency fade in batteries such as 
Ahmadi et al. and Richa et al., have made assumptions to model energy efficiency fade to be linearly 
proportional to capacity fade [11], [36]. Figure 7 shows that this simplification is true to a certain extent, 
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3.3. Life cycle impact assessment variability 
The results of the capacity and energy efficiency fade experiment were used to develop a life cycle model 
with the goal of assessing the environmental impacts of EVs, focusing on potential variability in upstream 
or use phase impacts affected by consumer behavior. The baseline life cycle impact was calculated for the 
three scenarios and is represented in Figure 8. The battery manufacturing was assumed to take place in 
South Korea and an average U.S. low voltage grid mix was used for the use phase impacts of the EV.  
To initially calculate use phase impacts of the baseline scenario, empirical capacity fade results were 
omitted, and it was assumed that 1 battery would last throughout the lifespan of the EV i.e. for 90,000 
miles. This assumption aligns the study with past literature and initially isolates the variability due to 
efficiency fade alone. Electricity consumption through the life of the EV was calculated in two steps. First, 
using the experimentally determined 80% EOL of the battery the number of miles until EOL was reached 
was calculated. Second, it was assumed that the energy efficiency fade of the battery through its EOL (80% 
of its original capacity) would exhibit exactly the same characteristics if the battery were to last until the 
EOL of the EV (90,000 miles). Using this approximation, electricity consumption was calculated for the life 
of the EV and is shown in Table 2. A detailed graph and calculation are presented in the Appendix. 
Depending on the inherent variability within each scenario, the electricity consumption over the LIB life 
was also calculated using the best and worst performing cells in each scenario. 
 
Low Energy Driving / 
Daily Charging 
High Energy Driving / Daily 
Charging 





Avg. Max Min Avg. Max Min Avg. Max Min 
28,400 28,500 28,300 38,800 38,900 38,500 38,300 39,300 38,000 
Table 2: Electricity consumption based on energy efficiency fade 
The minimum and maximum electricity consumption values in Table 2 represent the electricity 
consumption based on the best performing cell in the scenario (that exhibits the lowest energy efficiency 
fade) and the worst performing cell in the scenario (that exhibits the highest energy efficiency fade), 
respectively. Results of this analysis show that while determining electricity consumption, there could be 
a maximum variability of ~0.7% in the low energy driving/daily charging scenario, a ~1% variability in the 
high energy driving/daily charging scenario, and a ~3.3% variability in the high energy driving/frequent 
charging scenario.  
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These results were then used in a life cycle model detailed in Section 2.3 to calculate the life cycle impacts. 
Figure 8 depicts the overall life cycle impacts of our base case scenario using the average electricity 
consumption values from Table 2. The use phase impacts are subdivided into the baseline impact (arising 
from electricity consumption) and the additional impact due to energy efficiency fade (arising from 
increased electricity consumption due to energy efficiency fade). This was done to observe how energy 
efficiency fade directly translates into a higher use phase impact by increasing electricity consumption 
over time for the same number of miles driven. 
These results reinforce our hypothesis that the variability in user behavior (driving and charging) across 
the different scenarios translates into the life cycle impacts; with the impacts ranging from 26,100 – 
34,400 kgCO2eq over the life of the EV. Hawkins et al. have demonstrated that compared to internal 
combustion engine vehicles, EVs have a higher manufacturing impact mainly due to the battery [4]. Thus, 
it is reasonable to compare ICEV use phase impact to LIB manufacturing and EV use phase impact. From 
the GREET model developed by the Argonne National Laboratory, gasoline powered vehicles in the US 
have an average life cycle use phase impact of 381 gCO2eq/mile which translates to 34,300 kgCO2eq for 
90,000 miles driven. Comparing this to our results, it is observed that differences in user behavior, can 
cause battery manufacturing impacts combined with EV use phase impacts to be higher than a 
comparable ICEV. This demonstrates the importance of including user behavior in life cycle impact 
assessment. 
Figure 8: Baseline life cycle impact with manufacturing being done in South Korea and use phase occurring in an average U.S. 
grid mix. The use phase impact is split up into two sections. “Use phase impact from electricity consumption” is the impact 
that can solely be attributed to electricity consumption excluding energy efficiency fade. “Use phase impact from electricity 
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3.4. Sensitivity analyses 
The manufacturing location for the battery and the grid mix during the use phase have a significant effect 
on the life cycle impacts. Changing the manufacturing location from South Korea to an average U.S. 
manufacturing location results in a manufacturing impact that is 12% higher than the baseline scenario.  
Baseline life cycle impacts from the low energy driving/daily charging scenario were used for determining 
the effect of using different grid mixes during the use phase of the EV. Results from Figure 9 show that 
when the grid mix is altered from an average U.S. mix (0.792 kgCO2eq/kWh) to a low carbon grid (upstate 
New York, 0.293 kgCO2eq/kWh) the use phase impacts reduce by 63%. The impacts increase by 44% when 
the average U.S. mix is replaced by a high carbon grid (Midwest Reliability Organization, 1.14 
kgCO2eq/kWh). This further emphasizes the fact that the use phase impacts are highly sensitive to the 
grid mix that is used.  
 
Figure 9: Life cycle impact for the Low Energy Driving/Daily Charging scenario with manufacturing being done in South Korea and 
use phase impacts occurring in an average U.S. grid mix, NYUP grid mix, and MRO grid mix. The use phase impact is split up into 
two sections as explained previously.  
As mentioned in Section 3.1, while considering an 80% EOL situation for the battery, the results of our 
experiment indicate that there is a mismatch between the lifespan of the battery and the EV. While 
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three scenarios is significantly lower than the lifespan of the EV. Saxena et al. experimentally 
demonstrated that batteries could be used well below the 80% capacity fade threshold as long as they 
meet daily driving needs [9]. This is the reason why, in our base case scenario, despite our experiment 
indicating otherwise, we assume that the battery pack would last the life of the EV. Nevertheless, there 
could come a point in the life of the EV when the user would need to replace the old EV battery with a 
new one. This decision would not only affect the overall EV life cycle impacts but would also affect lifetime 
cost metrics of the EV.  
According to the U.S. Department of Energy (US DOE), LIB cost fell from about $1000/kWh in 2008 to 
$268/kWh in 2015 which is a 73% reduction in seven years. The target cost for the U.S. DOE for LIBs is 
$125/kWh by 2020. From 2008 to 2015, the energy density of batteries has increased about 400% from 
2008 to 2015 allowing a longer electric range of commercially available EVs [57]. This implies that in the 
future, the price of LIBs could drop to the point where savings from electricity purchasing could justify 
replacing an older depleted LIB pack for a newer and more efficient one. Using the 2020 battery price 
estimates and an average electricity price of 15¢/kWh, a new 20kWh battery pack would cost $2,500 
whereas the electricity cost savings would be in the range of $19. This cost approximation would not 
justify replacing the battery in the lifetime of an EV no matter the driving behavior. Nevertheless, 
variances in electricity prices or LIB cost may change this decision and it is important to understand the 
life cycle impacts of this decision.  
A scenario was developed in which the battery is replaced at the experimentally determined 80% EOL. In 
this case it is assumed that the battery from the low energy driving/daily charging scenario would reach 
its EOL (80% of its original capacity) at the EOL of the EV (90,000 miles). Comparing the battery in the low 
energy driving/daily charging scenario to the batteries in the high energy driving scenarios, it is observed 
that if an equivalent lifespan is considered across all the scenarios, the battery in the high energy 
driving/daily charging scenario would reach EOL ~11% faster, and the battery in the high energy 
driving/frequent charging scenario would reach EOL ~22% faster. Thus, the batteries in the high energy 
driving scenarios would have a shorter lifespan than the battery in the low energy driving/daily charging 
scenario, implying that more than 1 battery would be required in both the high energy driving scenarios 
in the life of the EV. In cases where more than 1 battery would be required for the life of the EV, allocation 
of the manufacturing impact of the battery is done based on the percentage of the life of the battery that 
would be used. The life cycle impact assessment was done with manufacturing of the battery assumed to 
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be in South Korea and use phase of the EV occurring in an average U.S. grid. The results are shown in 
Figure 10. 
 
Figure 10: Life cycle impacts of battery replacement decisions in the high energy driving scenarios (battery is replaced at 80% of 
its original capacity). The left bars represent 1 battery pack used in the life of the EV whereas the right bar represents more than 
1 battery pack used in the life. The use phase impacts are split up to show how energy efficiency fade adds to the impact due to 
extra electricity consumption in the life of the EV. 
Results from Figure 10 suggest that lifetime global warming potential impact does not significantly change 
with a battery replacement decision being made in the high energy driving scenarios. In both the high 
energy driving cases, the overall life cycle impacts increase by ~1% in the daily charging scenario and by 
~2.7% in the frequent charging scenario. This suggests that battery replacement during the life of the EV 
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While considering a different use phase grid mix, the benefits of replacing the battery in a high carbon 





Reduction in use phase impact from battery 
replacement (kgCO2eq) 





High energy driving 
/ daily charging 
452 100 37 143 
High energy driving 
/ frequent charging 
1571 92 34 133 
Table 3: Reduction in use phase impacts that could be achieved by battery replacements in different use phase grid mixes 
The results show that during the life on an EV, the benefit of a newer, more efficient battery replacing an 





4. Conclusions  
In this thesis, EV battery capacity and energy efficiency degradation are empirically analyzed as a function 
of user behavior. Furthermore, we also present a novel method that shows how LCA models can be linked 
to consumer behavior and battery ageing tests. More broadly, the methodological contributions of this 
study can be applied to different sectors where user behavior would play a key part in determining the 
life cycle impacts. 
Results of the LCA model show that the environmental impacts of EVs are dependent on consumer 
behavior namely driving, charging, and battery replacement. Nevertheless, the sensitivity analyses show 
that despite consumer behavior having a significant effect on the life cycle impacts of the EV; the severity 
of the impacts and battery replacement decisions depend heavily on the electricity mix that is used to 
charge the EV in the use phase. Combining aspects of user behavior with the properties of the grid that is 
being used, a strategy can be developed to ensure that EVs have the lowest life cycle impact. 
These results are very specific to the assumptions that were made in this study and may change 
significantly based on different assumptions. Many uncertainties still exist, and further empirical and 
modeling studies may be necessary to further refine the results of the battery ageing experiment as well 
as the LCA model. One such example is that if the battery cycling experiment was redesigned with an 
initial assumption of a higher capacity battery pack, the cells in each scenario would experience a lower 
capacity and energy efficiency fade (in the same time frame) compared to what was observed in our study. 
This would significantly alter the life cycle impacts and a battery replacement decision would need to be 
reevaluated. Uncertainties regarding temperature must be addressed further by modeling it into the 
battery ageing to further refine the results.  
Another significant source of uncertainty is the issue of scaling up capacity and energy efficiency fade from 
a cell level to a pack level. In this study we assumed that individual cells would behave like an entire 
battery pack. This needs to be addressed further as, in reality, the battery pack would experience capacity 
and energy efficiency fade which may be significantly different than individual cells. 
As part of future work, two uncertainties are currently being addressed. The battery cycling experiment 
was redesigned with a different assumption of EV battery pack capacity to test its effect on the results of 
the LCA model. Furthermore, the exact same scenarios with the older assumption of EV battery pack 
capacity are being run to collect more data. This data will be used to model various configurations of a 
battery pack to determine how the capacity and energy efficiency of the battery pack would fade based 
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on user behavior compared to individual cells. As more empirical information becomes available, the LCA 
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1.  Inventory of battery components 
1.1.  Component weights 
Component Mass 
[kg] 
One battery pack    2.50E+02 
Battery cell    1.50E+02 
Anode    5.90E+01 
Negative current collector, Cu    3.40E+01 
Negative electrode paste  2.50E+01 
Battery grade graphite  2.40E+01 
Cathode    6.50E+01 
Positive current collector Al 7.50E+00 
Positive electrode paste  5.80E+01 
Positive active material  5.40E+01 
(NiCoMn) hydroxide   5.20E+01 
Nickel Sulfate   2.90E+01 
Cobalt Sulfate   2.90E+01 
Manganese Sulfate   2.80E+01 
Electrolyte    2.40E+01 
Lithium hexafluorophosphate   2.80E+00 
Separator    3.30E+00 
Cell container   1.00E+00 
Tab, aluminum   2.30E-01 
Tab, copper   3.90E-01 
Multilayer pouch   4.10E-01 
Packaging    8.10E+01 
Module packaging   4.80E+01 
Module fasteners   2.30E+00 
Outer frame   2.30E+01 
Inner frame   1.90E+01 
 
III 
Bimetallic busbars   1.70E+00 
End-busbar, Al   7.90E-02 
End-busbar, Cu   2.40E-01 
Module lid   1.30E+00 
Battery retention   9.00E+00 
Strap retention   7.80E-01 
Lower retention   3.10E+00 
Propagation plate   4.10E+00 
Battery tray   2.40E+01 
Tray w fasteners  1.90E+01 
Tray lid   5.00E+00 
Tray seal   1.00E-02 
BMS    9.40E+00 
IBIS    4.50E+00 
IBIS fasteners   2.80E-02 
High Voltage system  2.80E+00 
Low Voltage system  1.20E+00 
Cooling system   1.00E+01 
Radiator    9.10E+00 
Manifolds    4.00E-01 
Clamps & fasteners  2.40E-01 
Pipe fitting   1.00E-02 









1.2.  Detailed inventory used in SimaPro 
Description Input Output  Unit Ecoinvent process Reference 
      
One battery pack  1.00E+00  kg   
Components      
Cooling system 4.10E+02  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Battery cell 6.00E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Battery packaging 3.20E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
BMS 3.70E+02  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Energy & Processes      
Electricity for welding 4.00E+04  
1.7E+1 
kWh  
electricity, medium voltage, at grid/ NO/ kWh Ellingsen et al. 
Infrastructure      
Ellingsen et al. facility 1.90E+08  p facilities precious metal refinery/ SE/ unit Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport      
lorry 1.60E+01  tkm transport, lorry >16t, fleet average/ RER/ tkm Ellingsen et al. 
ship 4.90E+00  tkm transport, transoceanic freight ship/ OCE/ tkm Ellingsen et al. 
Emissions      
Heat 1.40E+03  MJ Heat, waste/ air/ unspecified energy balance 
 
Description Input Output Unit  Ecoinvent Process Reference 
      
Battery cell  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Anode 3.90E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Cathode 4.30E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Electrolyte 1.60E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Separator 2.20E+02  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Cell container 6.70E+03  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Other      
 
V 
Decarbonised water 380  kg water, decarbonised, at plant/ RER/ kg Ellingsen et al. 
Energy & Processes      
Electricity mix, medium voltage 2.80E+01  kWh  Ellingsen et al. 
Transport      
Transport by rail 2.60E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport by lorry 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Infrastructure      
Infrastructure 1.90E+08  p facilities precious metal refinery/ SE/ unit Ecoinvent Centre 
Emissions      
Heat 1.00E+02 1.00E+02 MJ  Energy balance 
 
Description Input Output Unit  Ecoinvent process Reference 
      
Anode  1.00E+00 kg   
Component      
Negative current collector Cu 5.70E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Negative electrode paste 4.30E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 3.70E+01  tkm  transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm  transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
      
      
Negative current collector Cu  1.00E+00 kg   
Materials      
Current collector, primary copper 8.50E+01  kg  copper, primary, at refinery/ GLO/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
Current collector, secondary copper 1.50E+01  kg  copper, secondary, at refinery/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
Energy and Processes      
Production of current collector 1.00E+00  kg  sheet rolling, copper/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 2.00E+01  tkm  transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm  transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
 
VI 
Infrastructure      
facility 4.60E+10  p  metal working factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent Centre 
      
Negative electrode paste  1.00E+00 kg   
Materials   kg   
Battery grade graphite 9.60E+01  kg  graphite, battery grade, at plant/ CN/ kg  Ecoinvent Centre 
CMC 2.00E+02  kg  carboxymethyl cellulose, powder, at 
plant 
Ecoinvent Centre 
PAA 2.00E+02  kg  acrylic acid, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
Energy and Processes      
N-methyl-pyrrolidone_ at plant/RER U 9.40E+01  kg  N-methyl 2-pyrrolidone, at plant/ RER/ k Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 1.20E+00  tkm  transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.90E+01  tkm  transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Infrastructure      
facility 4.00E+10  p chemical plant, organics/ RER/ unit Ellingsen et al. 
Emissions      
1-Methyl 2-pyrrolidinone  9.40E+01  kg  1-Methyl 2-pyrrolidinone Ecoinvent Centre 
 
Description Input Output Unit Ecoinvent process Reference 
      
Cathode  1.00E+00 kg   
Component      
Positive current collector Al 1.10E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Positive electrode paste 8.90E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 5.50E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Positive current collector Al  1.00E+00 kg   
Materials      
Current collector made of aluminum 1  kg aluminium, production mix, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
 
VII 
Energy and Processes      
Production of current collector 1  kg sheet rolling, aluminium/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Infrastructure      
facility 1.50E+10  p aluminium casting, plant/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent Centre 
      
Positive electrode paste  1.00E+00 kg   
Materials      
PVDF 4.00E+02  kg polyvinylfluoride, at plant/ US/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
carbon black, at plant/ GLO/ kg 2.00E+02  kg carbon black, at plant/ GLO/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
Positive active material 9.40E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Energy and Processes      
N-methyl2pyrrolidone_ at plant/RER U 4.10E+01  kg N methyl 2 pyrrolidone, at plant/ RER/ k Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport      
Transport by rail 4.60E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport by lorry 1.40E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Infrastructure      
Chemical Plant 4.00E+10  p chemical plant, organics/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent Centre 
Emissions      
1-Methyl 2-pyrrolidinone 4.10E+01  kg 1-Methyl 2-pyrrolidinone Ecoinvent Centre 
      
      
Ni1/3Co1/3Mn1/3(OH)2  1.00E+00 kg   
Materials      
Nickel Sulfate 5.70E+01  kg  Ellingsen et al. 
Cobalt Sulfate 5.70E+01  kg  Ellingsen et al. 
Manganese Sulfate 5.50E+01  kg  Ellingsen et al. 
Sodium Hydroxyde [NaOH] 8.80E+01  kg soda, powder, at plant/ RER/ kg Ellingsen et al. 
Transport      
 
VIII 
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 1.5  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ellingsen et al. 
Transport_ lorry >16t_ fleet average/RER 0.26  tkm transport, lorry >16t, fleet average/ RER/ tkm Ellingsen et al. 
Infrastructure      
Chemical Plant 4.00E+10  p chemical plant, organics/ RER/ unit Ellingsen et al. 
Emissions      
Sodium Sulphate [Na2SO4]  1.6 kg Sodium sulfate Ellingsen et al. 
 
Description Input Output Unit Ecoinvent process Reference 
      
Electrolyte  1.00E+01 kg   
Materials      
Lithium hexafluorophosphate 1.20E+01  kg  Ecoinvent Centre 
Ethylene carbonate 8.80E+01  kg ethylene carbonate, at plant/ CN/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 6.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Infrastructure      
Chemical Plant 4.00E+10  p chemical plant, organics/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent Centre 
 
Description Input Output Unit Ecoinvent process Reference 
      
Separator  1.00E+01 kg   
Materials      
Polyolefin 1  kg polypropylene, granulate, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
Energy and Processes      
Proxy for production of separator 1  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Infrastructure      
 
IX 
facility 7.40E+10  p plastics processing factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent Centre 
 
Description Input Output Unit Ecoinvent process Reference 
      
Cell container  1.00E+01 kg   
Materials      
Tab Aluminum 2.20E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Tab Copper 3.80E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Multilayer pouch 4.00E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Transport      
Transportby rail 2.00E+01  tkm tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport by lorry 1.00E+01  tkm tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ 
tkm 
Ecoinvent Centre 




     
Tab, aluminum  1.00E+00 kg   
Materials      
Tab, aluminum 1  kg aluminium, production mix, at plant/ 
RER 
Ecoinvent Centre 
Energy and Processes      
production of aluminum tab 1  kg sheet rolling, aluminium/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Infrastructure      
facility 1.50E+10  p aluminium casting, plant/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent Centre 




     
 
X 
Tab, copper  1.00E+00 kg   
Materials      
Tab, primary copper share 8.50E+01  kg copper, primary, at refinery/ GLO/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
Tab, secondary copper share 1.50E+01  kg copper, secondary, at refinery/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
Energy and Processes      
Production of copper tab 1  kg sheet rolling, copper/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Infrastructure      
facility 4.60E+10  p metal working factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent Centre 
      
      
Multilayer pouch  1.00E+00 kg   
Materials      
Aluminum 5.00E+01  kg aluminium, production mix, at plant/ 
RER 
Ecoinvent Centre 
PETP 7.80E+02  kg polyethylene terephthalate, granulate, 
a 
Ecoinvent Centre 
Oriented nylon 8.00E+02  kg nylon 6, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent Centre 
PP 3.20E+01  kg polypropylene, granulate, at plant/ 
RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent Centre 
Dry lamination 2.50E+02  kg packaging film, LDPE, at plant/ RER/ kg  Ecoinvent Centre 
Energy and Processes      
Production of nylon, PP og PETP 4.70E+01  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg  Ecoinvent Centre 
Production of aluminum material in pouch 5.00E+01  kg sheet rolling, aluminium/ RER/ kg  Ecoinvent Centre 
Infrastructure      
facility 7.70E+11  p aluminium casting, plant/ RER/ unit  Ecoinvent Centre 
facility 3.50E+10  p plastics processing factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent Centre 
Transport      
Transport by rail 0  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 




Description Input Output Unit Ecoinvent process Reference 
      
Battery packaging  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Module packaging 5.90E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Battery retention 1.10E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Battery tray 3.00E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Transport      
Transportation with lorry 1.50E+01  tkm transport, lorry >16t, fleet average/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
Shipping from Asia to Norway 4.80E+00  tkm transport, transoceanic freight ship/ OCE/ tkm Ecoinvent Centre 
 
Description Input Output Unit Ecoinvent process Reference 
      
Module packaging  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Module fasteners 4.80E+02  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Outer frame 4.80E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Inner frame 4.00E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Bimetallic busbars and washers 3.40E+02  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
End busbar, aluminum 1.60E+03  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
End busbar, copper 4.90E+03  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Module lid 2.80E+02  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      




      
Module fasteners  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Total fasteners, steel 9.60E+01  kg steel, low•alloyed, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Washer, nylon 4.20E+02  kg nylon 6, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
Production of fasteners 9.60E+01  kg steel product manufacturing, average metal 
working/ RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Production of nylon washer 4.20E+02  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
Facility 4.40E+10  p metal working factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Facility 3.10E+11  p plastics processing factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
Outer frame  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Cassette outside frame, zytel 3.00E+01  kg nylon 66, glass•filled, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Heat transfer plate, anodized 
aluminum 




Energy and Processes      




Anodizing heat fransfer plate 3.00E+02  m2 anodising, aluminium sheet/ RER/ m2 Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Production of heat transfer plate 7.00E+01  kg sheet rolling, aluminium/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
Facility 2.20E+10  p plastics processing factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Facility 1.10E+10  p aluminium casting, plant/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
Inner frame  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Cassette inside frame, zytel 3.50E+01  kg nylon 66, glass•filled, at plant/ RER/ kg Ellingsen et al. 
Heat transfer plate, anodized 
aluminum 
6.50E+01  kg aluminium, production mix, at plant/ RER/ 
kg 
Ellingsen et al. 
Energy and Processes      
Production of cassette outside frame 3.50E+01  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Anodizing heat fransfer plate 3.00E+02  m2 anodising, aluminium sheet/ RER/ m2 Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Production of heat transfer plate 6.50E+01  kg sheet rolling, aluminium/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
 
XIV 
Facility 2.60E+10  p plastics processing factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Facility 1.00E+10  p aluminium casting, plant/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
      
Bimetallic busbars and 
washers 
 1.00E+00 kg   
Components      




Busbar and washer, copper (70%*85%, 
primary) 
4.90E+01  kg copper, primary, at refinery/ GLO/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Busbar and washer, copper (70%*15%, 
secondary) 
8.60E+02  kg copper, secondary, at refinery/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Double busbar holder 1.70E+01  kg acrylonitrile•butadiene•styrene copolymer, 
ABS, at plant/ RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
Production of Al part of busbar 2.50E+01  kg aluminium product manufacturing, average 
metal working/ RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Production of Cu part of busbar 5.70E+01  kg copper product manufacturing, average 
metal working/ RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Production of double busbar holder 1.70E+01  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg  
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
Facility 3.80E+10  p metal working factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 




      
      
End busbar, aluminum  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      




Endbusbar holder, ABS 9.10E+02  kg acrylonitrile•butadiene•styrene copolymer, 
ABS, at plant/ RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
Production of aluminum parts 9.10E+01  kg aluminium product manufacturing, average 
metal working/ RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Production of endbusbar holder 9.10E+02  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
Facility 1.40E+10  p aluminium casting, plant/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Facility 6.70E+11  p plastics processing factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
End busbar, copper  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Endbusbar, primary copper 8.20E+01  kg copper, primary, at refinery/ GLO/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Endbusbar, secondary copper 1.50E+01  kg copper, secondary, at refinery/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Endbusbar holder, ABS 3.10E+02  kg acrylonitrile•butadiene•styrene copolymer, 
ABS, at plant/ RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
 
XVI 
Production of Cu endbusbar 9.70E+01  kg copper product manufacturing, average 
metal working/ RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Production of endbusbar holder 3.10E+02  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
Facility 4.40E+10  p metal working factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Facility 2.30E+11  p plastics processing factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
Module lid  1.00E+00 kg   
Material      
Plastic lid 1.00E+00  kg Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene copolymer, 
ABS, at plant/ RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
Production of lid 1.00E+00  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER U 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      







Description Input Output Unit Ecoinvent process Reference 
      
Battery retention  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Strap retention 8.70E+02  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Lower retention 3.50E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Heat transfer plate 4.60E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Foam_retention 1.00E+01  kg synthetic rubber, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER 
U 
2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
Strap retention  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Screws, bolts, and retainer 
plate 
4.90E+01  kg steel, low alloyed, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Straps 1.30E+01  kg nylon 6, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Bracket 3.80E+01  kg polypropylene, granulate, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
Production of steel 
products 




Production of straps and 
bracket 
5.10E+01  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER 
U 




Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
Facility 2.20E+10  p metal working factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Facility 3.80E+10  p plastics processing factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
Lower retention  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Lower retention, steel 1.00E+00  kg steel, low alloyed, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
Production of restraints and 
bolt 




Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER 
U 
2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
Facility 4.60E+10  p metal working factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
      
Heat transfer plate  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Heat transfer plate, steel 1.00E+00  kg steel, low alloyed, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
Production of heat transfer 
plate 




Transport      
 
XIX 
Transport by rail 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport by lorry 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
Facility 4.60E+10  p metal working factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
 
Description Input Output Unit Ecoinvent process Reference 
      
Battery tray  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Tray with fasteners 7.90E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Tray lid 2.10E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Tray seal 4.10E+04  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER 
U 
2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
Tray with fasteners  1.00E+00 kg   
Material      
Battery tray and fixings, steel 1.00E+00  kg steel, low•alloyed, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      




Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER 
U 




Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
Facility 4.60E+10  p metal working factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
Tray lid  1.00E+00 kg   
Material      
Tray lid, polyproylene 1.00E+00  kg polypropylene, granulate, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
Production of lid 1.00E+00  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER 
U 
2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
Facility 7.40E+10  p plastics processing factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
Tray seal  1.00E+00 kg   
Material      
Tray seal, butyl acrylate 1.00E+00  kg butyl acrylate, at plant/ RER/ kg Ellingsen et al. 
Energy and Processes      
Production of seal 1.00E+00  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg Ellingsen et al. 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ rail/RER 
U 
2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ellingsen et al. 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ellingsen et al. 
Infrastructure      




Description Input Output Unit Ecoinvent process Reference 
      
BMS  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
BMB 8.90E+02  kg printed wiring board, through hole mounted, unspec., Pb 
free, at plant/ GLO/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
IBIS 4.80E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
IBIS fasteners 3.00E+03  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
High Voltage system 3.00E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Low Voltage system 1.30E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ 
rail/RER U 
2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
IBIS  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      




BMS printed circuit board 1.10E+01  kg printed wiring board, through•hole mounted, unspec., Pb 
free, at plant/ GLO/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
BMS_FIRMWARE 1.70E+05  kg integrated circuit, IC, logic type, at plant/ GLO/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Components, steel 8.50E+01  kg steel, low•alloyed, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Connectors 2.10E+02  kg connector, clamp connection, at plant/ GLO/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Crimp housing 6.80E+03  kg polyethylene terephthalate, granulate, amorphous, at 
plant/ RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 




Standoffs, brasspart 5.70E+03  kg brass, at plant/ CH/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
Production of steel 
products 




Production of nylon and 
plastics 
8.80E+03  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Production of bolt for 
micro stan 
5.70E+03  kg casting, brass/ CH/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ 
rail/RER 
1.70E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 8.70E+02  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
Facility 2.00E+08  p electronic component production plant/ GLO/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
IBIS fasteners  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Fixings 1.00E+00  kg steel, low•alloyed, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      




Transport      
Transport_ freight_ 
rail/RER U 
2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
Facility 4.60E+10  p metal working factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
 
XXIII 
High Voltage system  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Steel products 1.40E+03  kg steel, low•alloyed, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
HVC and lid 1.20E+01  kg aluminium, production mix, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Clips & fasteners 4.40E+02  kg nylon 66, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Neoprene gasket 3.60E+03  kg synthetic rubber, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Plastic 5.70E+02  kg polyethylene terephthalate, granulate, amorphous, at 
plant/ RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Intermodule Fuse 2.30E+01  kg copper, primary, at refinery/ GLO/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Intermodule Fuse 4.10E+02  kg copper, secondary, at refinery/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Intermodule Fuse 3.20E+02  kg polyphenylene sulfide, at plant/ GLO/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Intermodule Fuse 1.60E+02  kg tin, at regional storage/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Cables 4.50E+01  kg cable, ribbon cable, 20•pin, with plugs, at plant/ GLO/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
Production of steel 
products 




Production of aluminum 
products 
1.20E+01  kg aluminium product manufacturing, average metal 
working/ RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Production of plastic 
products 
1.40E+01  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Production of copper for 
fuse 













1.10E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 5.50E+02  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
Facility 2.00E+08  p electronic component production plant/ GLO/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
Low Voltage system  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Clips 2.90E+02  kg nylon 66, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 




Energy and Processes      
Production of clips 2.90E+02  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport_ freight_ 
rail/RER U 
2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport, lorry >32t 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      









Description Input Output Unit Ecoinvent process Reference 
      
Cooling system  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Radiator 8.70E+01  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Manifolds 3.80E+02  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Clamps & fasteners 2.30E+02  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Pipe fitting 9.60E+04  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Thermal pad 2.00E+02  kg Defined in a separate table Ellingsen et al. 
Coolant 4.80E+02  kg ethylene glycol, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport by freight 2.20E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport by lorry 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
Radiator  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Insulation pad, top plate, 
matrix plate 
1.00E+00  kg aluminium, production mix, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
proxy for production 1.00E+00  kg sheet rolling, aluminium/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport by freight 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport by lorry 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
facility 1.50E+10  p aluminium casting, plant/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
 
XXVI 
Manifolds  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Manifolds 1.00E+00  kg aluminium, production mix, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
proxy for production 1.00E+00  kg aluminium product manufacturing, average metal 
working/ RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport by freight 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport by lorry 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
facility 1.50E+10  p aluminium casting, plant/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
      
Clamps & fasteners  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Clamps & fasteners 1.00E+00  kg steel, low alloyed, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
proxy for production 1.00E+00  kg steel product manufacturing, average metal 
working/ RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport by freight 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport by lorry 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      
facility 4.60E+10  p metal working factory/ RER/ unit Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
 
XXVII 
Pipe fitting  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Pipe fitting plastic 7.50E+01  kg polyvinylchloride, at regional storage/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Pipe Fitting rubber 2.50E+01  kg synthetic rubber, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
proxy for production 1.00E+00  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport by freight 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport by lorry 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      






















     
 
XXVIII 
Thermal pad  1.00E+00 kg   
Components      
Thermal pad, glass fibre 1.00E+01  kg glass fibre, at plant/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Thermal pad, silicon 3.00E+01  kg silicon, electronic grade, at plant/ DE/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Thermal pad, ABS 6.00E+01  kg Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene copolymer, ABS, at 
plant/ RER/ kg 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Energy and Processes      
proxy for production 1.00E+00  kg injection moulding/ RER/ kg Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport      
Transport by freight 2.00E+01  tkm transport, freight, rail/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Transport by lorry 1.00E+01  tkm transport, lorry >32t, EURO3/ RER/ tkm Ecoinvent 
Centre 
Infrastructure      






2. Comparing Global Warming Potential impacts from our study to Ellingsen et al. [1] 
Global Warming Potential (GWP) Comparisons 
Components Our results (kgCO2eq) Ellingsen et al results (kgCO2 eq) 
One Battery Pack 4690 4580 
Battery Cell 3370 2840 
Cooling System 100 96.6 
Positive Electrode Paste 529 411 
Battery Packaging 522 541 
Negative Current collector 173 113 
Negative Electrode Paste 214 151 
BMS 273 219 
 
Our results differ from Ellingsen et al. as we used a newer version of ecoinvent to calculate our impacts. Furthermore, when primary data was not 




3. Grid mixes used  
3.1. Average United States Grid 
The average U.S. Grid was developed using existing sub regions available in ecoinvent by calculating the percentage contributions to the 
average U.S. grid using eGrid 2016. The mix is as follows: 
ASCC – 0.15% 
WECC – 17.56% 
MRO – 5.85% 
SPP – 5.48% 
SERC – 27.10% 
TRE – 9.56% 
FRCC – 5.62% 
RFC – 22.30% 
NPCC – 6.08% 
HICC – 0.244% 
 
3.2. Upstate New York Grid 
The Upstate New York grid was developed using different generation sources available in the NPCC section of ecoinvent. The generation 
mix is as follows: 
Hard Coal – 0.80% 
Hydropower – 22.93% 
Natural Gas – 35.27% 
Oil – 0.16% 
Wind – 5.81% 
 
3.3. Grid mix inventory 
Description Input Output  Unit Ecoinvent process Reference 
Korean Grid Mix  1 kWh Electricity, low voltage {KR}|market for|Alloc Def, U Ecoinvent 
Centre 
            







 1 kWh Electricity, low voltage {MRO, US only}|market for|Alloc Def, U Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
Low Voltage 
Average  
U.S. Grid Mix 
 1 kWh   
      
ASCC 0.0016  kWh Electricity, low voltage {ASCC}| market for | Alloc Def, U eGrid + 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
WECC 0.1756  kWh Electricity, low voltage {WECC, US only}| market for | Alloc Def, U eGrid + 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
MRO 0.0586  kWh Electricity, low voltage {MRO, US only}| market for | Alloc Def, U eGrid + 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
SPP 0.0548  kWh Electricity, low voltage {SPP}| market for | Alloc Def, U eGrid + 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
SERC 0.2711  kWh Electricity, low voltage {SERC}| market for | Alloc Def, U eGrid + 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
TRE 0.0957  kWh Electricity, low voltage {TRE}| market for | Alloc Def, U eGrid + 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
FRCC 0.0563  kWh Electricity, low voltage {FRCC}| market for | Alloc Def, U eGrid + 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 





NPCC 0.0609  kWh Electricity, low voltage {NPCC, US only}| market for | Alloc Def, U eGrid + 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 




NYUP Grid Mix 
 1 kWh   
      
Hard Coal 0.0080  kWh Electricity, high voltage {NPCC, US only}| electricity production, hard coal | 




Hydro 0.2293  kWh Electricity, high voltage {NPCC, US only}| electricity production, hydro, run-of-




Natural Gas 0.3502  kWh Electricity, high voltage {NPCC, US only}| electricity production, natural gas, at 




Nuclear 0.3528  kWh Electricity, high voltage {NPCC, US only}| electricity production, nuclear, boiling 









Wind 0.0581  kWh Electricity, high voltage {NPCC, US only}| electricity production, wind, 1-3MW 








1  kWh Electricity, medium voltage {NYUP, US only}| electricity voltage transformation 
from high to medium voltage | Alloc Def, U 
Ecoinvent 
Centre 
      
Transformation 
to low voltage 
1  kWh Electricity, low voltage {NYUP, US only}| electricity voltage transformation from 





3.4. Global Warming Potential of different grid mixes 
Grid Mix GWP (kgCO2eq/kWh) 
Korean Grid 0.6400 
Average U.S. Grid 0.7928 
New York Upstate Grid (NYUP) 0.2930 





4. Analysis of LCA Studies 
Title of study Goal Functional Unit LCA Battery note 
Key findings + additional 
comments 
Full life cycle analysis of 
market penetration of 
electricity based vehicles 
[2] 
 
To calculate reduction 
in energy consumption 
and emissions between 
EV, HEV, ICV, PHEV 





0.77 MJ/km – 1.06 
MJ/km 
HEV, EV, FCEV have potential to 
reduce energy consumption up 
to 9% and CO2 up to 19% 




To calculate reduction 
in energy consumption 
and emissions between 
ICE-diesel and EV for 
London Taxi 




1 cycle = 13.3km 
 
Daily driving = 251.6km 
Comparison between 
hydrogen and electric 
vehicles by life cycle 





hydrogen and electric 
vehicles by life cycle 
assessment 





Vehicle manufacturing is 15% 
for ICEV and 50% for BEV. Use 
phase is 65% for FCV and 60% 
for BEV in life cycle. 
No end of life scenario 
Comparative LCA of EV, 
HEV, LPG, ICEV cars in 
Belgian context 
[5] 
LCA used a range based 
modeling system for 
variations between 
different vehicle types 
1 life (13.7 years 
and 230,500 km) 
Car + 
Battery 
LiF6 chemistry for 
EV, NiMH for HEV 
End of life recycling considered. 
Use phase has highest impact. 
LPG, HEV, EV impacts 20% 27% 
78% lower than ICEV 
Assessing the impact of bus 
technology on greenhouse 
gas emissions along a major 
corridor: A lifecycle analysis 
[6] 
evaluates the impact of 
alternative bus transit 
technologies including 
com- pressed natural 
gas, biodiesel, and 
diesel-electric hybrid on 
greenhouse gas 






2.51 kg/km diesel 
 
2.19 kg/km B20 






lowest to highest lifecycle GHG 
emissions are hybrid, CNG, 
biodiesel, and diesel 
 
method underestimates BEV 
emissions by 21%  
 




Life Cycle Assessment of 
Diesel and Electric Public 
Transportation Buses 
[7] 
compare the ICEB and 
EB life cycle 
environmental impacts, 
including production of 
the bus and battery, as 
well as the use phase 
impacts 




112 Wh/kg; 3,000 
cycles 
 
5 batteries may be 
required in life for 
buses 
Improvements in battery 
technology reduce the LCA 
impacts from the bus, but the 
grid makeup is most important 
variable. 
Impact of the electricity mix 
and use profile in the life-
cycle assessment of electric 
vehicles 
[8] 
LCA focusing on primary 
energy source and use 
phase GHG emissions. 
Grid mix analyzed in 
detail. 





104.7 – 213.4 
Wh/km 
 
16 – 24 kWh 
capacity 
16 km driving distance with 
aggressive, normal, eco driving 
patterns. 
Aggressive increases energy 
consumption by 47%. Climate 
control increases consumption 
24-60%. 
Need to be economical driver, 
and low carbon electricity to 
have lowest impact 
Life Cycle Assessment of 
Environmental and 
Economic Impacts of 
Advanced Vehicles 
[9] 
insight into the impacts 
of the electricity grid on 
the total energy cycle of 
a vehicle lifetime 
1 life (160,000 mi) 
Car + 
Battery 
0.213 – 0.228 
kWh/km  
LCA covers both the fuel cycle 
and the vehicle cycle 
 
HEV achieves the least GHG 
emissions and energy 
consumption in the LCA 
Spatially-Explicit Life Cycle 
Assessment of Sun-to-
Wheels Transportation 
Pathways in the U.S. 
[10] 
compares direct land 
use, life cycle GHG 
emissions and fossil fuel 





compares fuel pathway 
from PV and 
switchgrass 
(240,000 km life) 
Car + 
Battery 
1700 MJ and 120 
kg CO2 equiv/kWh 
of Li-ion battery 
 
150 km-range BEV 
model is derived 
from Samaras and 
Meisterling 
 
64.8 MJ or 18 kWh 
of electric charge 
per 100 km 
No end of life scenario 
 
EV with PV has lowest LCA GHG 
impacts throughout the US and 
lowest fossil fuel input. 
Emissions = 6 kgCO2eq/100km 
 




Life cycle water use of low-
carbon transport fuels 
[11] 
Analysis explores the 
life cycle water 
consumption of 
alternative low-carbon 
energy sources for 
transportation. 
1 gal/mi 




consumption = 0.2 
kWh/mile 
Configurations of algae and 
switchgrass contributes to 
decarbonization of 
transportation with little 
increase in water consumption.  
Comparative Environmental 
Life Cycle Assessment of 
Conventional and Electric 
Vehicles 
[12] 
Goal was to develop and 
provide a transparent 
life cycle inventory of 
conventional and 
electric vehicles. 
applying inventory to 
assess conventional and 
EVs over a range of 
impact categories 










150,000 km life results in 10-
24% decrease in LCA impact for 
European grid mix. 
 
100,000 km life decreases 
benefit of EV to 9% compared to 
ICEV, increasing to 200,000 
exaggerates benefits to 27-29% 
 
EOL treatment is based on 
Ecoinvent v2.2. Impacts 
associated with material 
recovery and disposal processes 
are allocated to the vehicle life 
cycle. 
The Sustainability of New 








consist of (1) 
innovations in the fuel 
the vehicles use and (2) 
innovations in the 
vehicle design itself. 




made from using 
PHEV rather than 
pure EV. Battery is 
NiMH with 35mile 
range 
PHEV is the most sustainable 
system. 
End of life: Vehicle is shredded 
and landfilled 
Greenhouse gas 
implications of using coal for 
transportation: Life cycle 
assessment of coal-to-
LCA is used for fuel cycle 
and use-phase 
emissions, as well as 
vehicle cycle and 
(240,000 km life) 
Car + 
Battery 
4.8 – 5 km/kWh 
If the battery required 
replacement before the end of 
the vehicle life, impacts would 
scale with each replacement. 
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warranty PHEV batteries for at 
least 10 years. PHEV batteries 
would either last the life of the 
vehicle or be replaced once. 
Multiple replacements would 
be necessary to measurably 
affect the life cycle GHGs from 
PHEVs. 
A new comparison between 
the life cycle greenhouse 
gas emissions of battery 
electric vehicles and internal 
combustion vehicles 
[15] 
Factors that have they 
took into account:  
Effect of real world 
driving conditions. 
GHG emissions 
associated with demand 
for EV use phase 
GHG emissions 
associated with vehicle 
manufacture and 
disposal. 







Drive cycle is 
found to be more 
important for 




as no. of 
passengers 
 
Battery technologies limit life of 
EVs to 8-10 years. Authors 
assume that EV will be scrapped 
when battery reaches EOL so 
impacts will have to be 
redistributed over 8-10 years 
rather than 15 years 
Fuel Economy and 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
Labeling for Plug-In Hybrid 
Vehicles from a Life Cycle 
Perspective 
[16] 
explores the effects of 
variations in regional 
grids and regional daily 
vehicle miles traveled 
(VMT) on the total 
vehicle life cycle energy 
and GHG emissions of 
electrified vehicles 
1 life 160,000 mi) 
Car + 
Battery 
GREET data used 
Only 25% of the LCA GHG 
emissions are labeled on EPA’s 
fuel economy website. 
Using Monte Carlo 
Simulation in Life Cycle 




A model was developed 
using Monte Carlo 
simulation to predict 
life cycle emissions and 
energy consumption 
differences between 
the ICEV versus the EV 






NiMH, Pb acid) 
No matter battery technology, 
EVs reduce US oil dependence 
by shifting to domestic coal and 
increase ghg emissions, SO2 
emissions as well as NOx 
emissions. Shows how 
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on a per kilometer (km) 
traveled basis. 
dependent LCA impacts are 
dependent on grid mix 
Environmental life-cycle 
assessment of transit buses 
with alternative fuel 
technology 
[18] 
Life cycle assessment 
(LCA) of transit buses. 
Fuels used and 
compared are  diesel, 
compressed natural gas 
(CNG), diesel-electric 
hybrid (Hybrid), and 
hydrogen fuel-cell (HFC) 
1 life 
(26,000 mi/year 
and 15 years) 
Car + 
Battery 
No Li ion 
considered 
 
Alternate fuel buses reduce 
operating cost and emissions 
but increase the life cycle costs. 
Contribution of Li-Ion 
Batteries to the 
Environmental Impact of 
Electric Vehicles 
[19] 
Contribution of Li-Ion 
Batteries to the 
Environmental Impact 
of Electric Vehicles 






Impact of a Li-ion battery used 
in BEVs for transport service is 
relatively small. In contrast, it is 
the operation phase that 
remains the dominant 
contributor to the 
environmental burden caused 
by transport service as long as 
the electricity for the BEV is not 
produced by renewable 
hydropower.  
Using coal for 
transportation in China: Life 
cycle GHG of coal-based fuel 
and electric vehicle, and 
policy implications 
[20] 
Coal to liquid fuel is 
compared to coal to 
electricity in China 









GHG emissions of EVs are 
reduced by 3-36% when 
compared to petrol based car 
without CCS. When CCS is 
employed 60-70% reduction is 
expected. Using coal-to-liquid 
increases emissions by 30-140% 
compared to petrol 
Life Cycle Assessment of 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
from Plug-in Hybrid 
Vehicles: Implications for 
Policy 
assess life cycle GHG 
emissions from PHEVs 
vs HEVs 







Using U.S. average grid, PHEVs 
were found to reduce use phase 
GHG emissions by 38–41% 
compared to ICEVs, and by 7–
12% compared to HEVs. 
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[21] Li-ion battery (80-
120 Wh/kg) 
Battery production impacts are 
2-5% of LCA emissions 
If high carbon grid: PHEV 
impacts are 9-18% higher 
compared to HEV 
Regional assessment of local 
emissions of electric 
vehicles using traffic 
simulations for a use case in 
Germany 
[22] 
LCA approach based on 
a detailed traffic 
simulation. Aim was to 
determine reduction of 
PM be replacing ICEVs 
with EVs 

















and 20% on gas 
 
 
In Germany 37.5 km per day and 
3.6 trips with approx. 12.2 km 
distance, authors find the 
results are ambiguous and 
acknowledge that EVs do 
possess potential to reduce PM 
 
 
Conventional, hybrid and 
electric vehicles for 
Australian driving 
conditions. Part 2: Life cycle 
CO2-e emissions 
[23] 





and fully electric 
passenger vehicles 
operating in Australian 
driving conditions 








Feasibility analysis of second 
life applications for Li-ion 




LCA has been adopted 
to estimate benefits of 
second life application 
of LIB rather than 
disposal. 





typical lifespan of 
a lithium ion cell is 
between 500 to 
3.000 cycles for 
full charge and 
discharge 
 
LCA results show an 
environmental gain of 25% with 
second use when compared to 
the standard EV/PHEV battery 
lifecycle followed by disposal.  
Study proposes novel 
methodology to evaluate 





lithium ion batteries: Critical 




were developed which 
looked at battery 
recycling where cobalt 
and nickel were 
recovered and used to 
manufacture new 
batteries. This was 
compared to virgin raw 
material impacts 







51% resource savings occur 
when virgin nickel and cobalt 
are replaced with recycled 
material. 
 
Life Cycle Environmental 
Assessment of Lithium-Ion 
and Nickel Metal Hydride 
Batteries for Plug-In Hybrid 
and Battery Electric Vehicles 
[26] 
(LCI) was compiled: 
nickel metal hydride 
(NiMH), nickel cobalt 
manganese lithium-ion 
(NCM), and iron 
phosphate lithium-ion 
(LFP) batteries 
1 battery (50 MJ) 
Battery 
only 
NiMH and NCM 
are expected to 
reach a lifetime of 
3000 cycles, while 
6000 cycles are 
predicted for LFP 
On a per-storage basis, the 
NiMH technology was found to 
have the highest environmental 






5. Details of scenarios used to develop battery cycling experiment  







Scenario one (low energy driving/daily charging) consists of seven economical drivers who only charge once at the end of the day. The drivers 
in this scenario have a low energy consumption per mile, a low constant discharge current 1.25A, but a high depth of discharge. Batteries in 
this scenario go through one cycle per day of driving. 
Scenario two (high energy driving/daily charging) consists of six aggressive drivers who only charge once at the end of the day. The drivers in 
this scenario will experience a high energy consumption per mile, a high constant discharge current of 2.5A, and a high depth of discharge. 
Batteries in this scenario go through one cycle per day of driving. 
Scenario three (high energy driving/frequent charging) consists of seven aggressive drivers who do a full charge after every trip. The drivers in 
this scenario experience a high energy consumption per mile, a high constant discharge current of 2.5A, but a low depth of discharge. Batteries 




Energy consumed per trip; scaled down from 20kWh battery pack (Wh) 
 Trip 1 Trip 2 Trip 3 Trip 4 
Low Energy Driving / Daily Charging 0.94 0.78 0.63 0.78 
High Energy Driving / Daily Charging 1.26 1.05 0.84 1.05 
High Energy Driving / Frequent Charging 1.26 1.05 0.84 1.05 
 
XLII 
6. Comparing capacity fade to energy efficiency fade  
To compare how energy efficiency and capacity fades in individual cells, a dot plot was developed which is shown below. A time constant of 5 year 
driving equivalent was chosen as that represented the time that the cells took to reach their defined end of life on average. Using this time constant, 
energy efficiency and capacity fade were plotted. This was done to highlight the fact that there is larger variability in the capacity fade than in 
energy efficiency fade and that capacity fades expeditiously when compared to energy efficiency fade. This plot further emphasizes why both 







































Energy Efficiency at a 5 year driving equivalent
Low Energy Driving/Daily Charging High Energy Driving/Daily Charging High Energy Driving/Frequent Charging
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7. Use phase electricity consumption calculations based on energy efficiency.  
Electricity consumption through the life of the EV was calculated in two steps. First, using the experimentally determined 80% EOL of the battery 
the number of miles until EOL was reached was calculated. Second, it was assumed that the energy efficiency fade of the battery through its EOL 
(80% of its original capacity) would exhibit exactly the same characteristics if the battery were to last until the EOL of the EV (90,000 miles). 
Number of 
cycles 
Low Energy Driving/Daily 
Charging 
Number of miles 
driven 
 




100 96.9 2000  5000 1546 
200 96.7 4000  10000 1551 
300 96.4 6000  15000 1556 
400 96.0 8000  20000 1561 
500 95.9 10000  25000 1564 
600 95.6 12000  30000 1569 
700 95.6 14000  35000 1569 
800 95.0 16000  40000 1578 
900 94.8 18000  45000 1582 
1000 95.0 20000  50000 1577 
1100 94.9 22000  55000 1580 
1200 94.8 24000  60000 1581 
1300 94.6 26000  65000 1584 
1400 94.6 28000  70000 1586 
1500 94.1 30000  75000 1594 
1600 93.6 32000  80000 1601 
1700 93.2 34000  85000 1608 
1800 92.6 36000  90000 1619 
     28408 
 







High Energy Driving/Daily 
Charging 
Number of miles 
driven 




100 95.7 2000 5625 2350 
200 95.3 4000 11250 2360 
300 94.7 6000 16875 2375 
400 94.3 8000 22500 2384 
500 94.1 10000 28125 2389 
600 93.7 12000 33750 2399 
700 93.6 14000 39375 2404 
800 93.2 16000 45000 2412 
900 93.0 18000 50625 2418 
1000 93.0 20000 56250 2417 
1100 92.7 22000 61875 2425 
1200 92.3 24000 67500 2437 
1300 91.6 26000 73125 2455 
1400 90.6 28000 78750 2481 
1500 89.1 30000 84375 2524 
1600 87.0 32000 90000 2585 
    38815 













High Energy Driving/Frequent 
Charging 
Number of miles 
driven 




100 96.1 2000 6428.571429 2675 
200 95.4 4000 12857.14286 2694 
300 95.1 6000 19285.71429 2704 
400 94.2 8000 25714.28571 2728 
500 94.5 10000 32142.85714 2721 
600 94.1 12000 38571.42857 2730 
700 94.1 14000 45000 2732 
800 94.0 16000 51428.57143 2733 
900 93.4 18000 57857.14286 2753 
1000 93.6 20000 64285.71429 2747 
1100 93.1 22000 70714.28571 2761 
1200 93.2 24000 77142.85714 2757 
1300 92.6 26000 83571.42857 2776 
1400 91.3 28000 90000 2814 
    38325 
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